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The Effects of Positive and Negative
Online Customer Reviews: Do Brand
Strength and Category Maturity
Matter?

Research has shown brand equity to moderate the relationship between online customer reviews (OCRs) and
sales in both the emerging Blu-ray and mature DVD player categories. Positive (negative) OCRs increase
(decrease) the sales of models of weak brands (i.e., brands without significant positive brand equity). In contrast,
OCRs have no significant impact on the sales of the models of strong brands, although these models do receive a
significant sales boost from their greater brand equity. Higher sales lead to a larger number of positive OCRs, and
increased positive OCRs aid a brand’s transition from weak to strong. This creates a positive feedback loop
between sales and positive OCRs for models of weak brands that not only helps their sales but also increases
overall brand equity, benefiting all models of the brand. In contrast to the view that brands matter less in the
presence of OCRs, we find that OCRs matter less in the presence of strong brands. Positive OCRs function
differently than marketing communications in that their effect is greater for weak brands.
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strong versus weak brands.1 This issue is not as straightforward as it might seem, because different literature streams
suggest different relationships. Brand equity and marketing
communications research has found evidence that strong
brands have greater advertising elasticities, show better
marketing communications effectiveness, and are more protected from negative information (see, e.g., Ahluwalia,
Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000; Belch 1981; Dawar and Pillutla 2000; Hoeffler and Keller 2003; Petty and Krosnick
1995; Srivastava and Shocker 1991). If consumers respond
to OCRs as they do to advertising, strong brands should
benefit more from positive OCRs and be hurt less by negative OCRs.
However, OCRs differ from marketer-sponsored communications in that they are more credible (Cheong and Morrison
2008; Hung and Li 2007). Credibility suggests an active form
of processing in which consumers evaluate the reliability of
the source and its independence from the interests of the
marketer. Viewed through the lens of signaling theory, the
key issue is how the OCR-provided signal compares with
that of the brand. The brand signaling literature (Erdem and
Swait 1998; Montgomery and Wernerfelt 1992) has suggested
that both positive and negative OCRs affect weak brands
more; positive OCRs provide a degree of credibility that
weak brands cannot engender through company-sponsored
communications, and negative reviews are evaluated without the compensating signal a strong brand provides.
We also investigate how the effects of OCRs on strong
and weak brands change across emerging and mature prod-

asy access to online customer reviews (OCRs) has led
some observers to posit that brand names, as assurances
of product quality and performance, will lose much of
their importance in the interactive marketing environment
(see, e.g., Chen 2001). This line of reasoning suggests that
customers will bypass marketer-influenced signals such as
brands and instead rely directly on unfiltered word of
mouth from other consumers. Because the information contained in OCRs does not originate with the company, it is
generally considered highly credible and influential (Bickart
and Schindler 2001). Therefore, it is possible that this longtail perspective will hold and consumers will use OCRs to
find desired products irrespective of their brand name.
However, the marketing literature offers evidence on the
importance of brand equity that suggests it is improbable
that brands will lose their value just because consumers
have access to OCRs.
In this research, we investigate the effects of brand
equity and OCRs on sales response in an online selling
environment. Of particular interest is how brand equity
moderates the relationship between OCRs and sales—that
is, whether OCRs have a greater effect on the models of
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1We use the term “strong brand” to refer to brands with significant positive brand equity.
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uct categories. On the one hand, mature categories feature
large cumulative numbers of OCRs that reduce uncertainty
and increase the credibility of the information they contain.
Therefore, it is possible that strong brands are less resistant
to the influence of OCRs in mature categories. On the other
hand, as categories mature, consumers learn more about the
performance of brands within the category. Because brands
store such information, the category-specific equity of successful brands tends to be stronger in mature categories,
adding to the resilience of strong brands relative to OCRs.
To examine this issue, we estimate models in both the
emerging Blu-ray and mature DVD player categories. With
the exception of maturity (at the time of data collection),
these categories are similar in terms of the mix of strong
and weak brands, the number of models, price, and so on.
The emerging research on online word of mouth
(eWOM) has not provided any direct evidence about how
brand equity moderates the effect of OCRs or how this relationship changes over time. Much of the literature has used
categories such as books, music, video games, and movies,
in which many products do not have preexisting brand
equity (e.g., Chen, Wu, and Yoon 2004; Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Dellarocas, Zhang, and Awad 2007; Karniouchina 2011; Li and Hitt 2008; Liu 2006). These studies also
provide similar recommendations for all products in a category without discrimination.
Zhu and Zhang (2010) provide an exception to this
practice in their examination of the interaction of OCRs and
popularity on the sales of individual video games. They use
two definitions of popularity. First, due to the typical precipitous sales decline over time, a game is defined as popular if it has been on the market for less than four months.
Second, a popular game is one with higher sales than the
mean of all games in a given month. Under both definitions,
the authors find that less popular games benefit more from
OCRs than do popular games.
In contrast, we examine the interaction between OCRs
and brand equity, which we operationalize as the impact on
sales of models of a brand that cannot be explained by other
factors such as advertising, price, OCRs, competition, merchants, or model-specific effects. Brand equity differs fundamentally from the popularity of an individual model in
that it is defined at the level of the product line. This
enables us to consider the impact of OCRs not just on a specific model but on all models in the product line, because
reviews for one model spill over to the brand itself. In addition, whereas other variables (e.g., price, promotions) can
influence popularity in the short run, brand equity is defined
after accounting for such factors and is therefore relatively
robust. This makes it somewhat easier for managers to
gauge with foresight when planning, particularly early in
the product life cycle.
Importantly, we expect our focus on brand equity to
generate novel substantive implications for managers operating in contexts in which preexisting brand equity is relevant—for example, when managing product line extensions
within a category, brand extensions from closely related
product categories, or model updates. According to the perspective we develop in this research, OCRs can affect even
newly introduced models and models with high current or
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expected sales as long as consumers require reassurance
because of a weak existing brand. In contrast, models of
strong brands are affected less, even if they are poor individual sellers.
The results of our study indicate that brand equity moderates the relationship between OCRs and sales in both
emerging and mature categories. Positive (negative) OCRs
increase (decrease) the sales of models of weak brands but
do not have a significant effect on the sales of models of
strong brands. However, these models do receive a significant sales boost from being part of a strong brand. This is
important because positive OCRs for all models or for just
the leading model help build the equity of weak brands.
Combined with the finding that more sales lead to a larger
number of positive (but not negative) OCRs, this creates a
positive feedback loop between sales and positive OCRs for
models of weak brands. Thus, positive OCRs help models
of weak brands penetrate the market while simultaneously
increasing the equity of the brand. This loop does not exist
for the models of already strong brands, because they do
not benefit to the same degree from positive reviews.
More broadly, in contrast to the view that brands matter
less in the presence of OCRs, we find that OCRs actually
matter less for strong brands. Online customer reviews
increase the sales of models of weak brands and help weak
brands become strong, but they do not affect brands to the
same degree after they become strong. The sales boost that
models receive from their association with a strong brand
further indicates that brand equity is extremely important,
even when the effect of model-level OCRs is controlled. In
addition, the findings show that positive OCRs function differently than marketing communications in that their effect
is greater for weak brands than for strong brands. Finally,
we find weaker effects of negative reviews than positive
reviews for both the focal and competing models and
observe that the number of both positive and negative
OCRs first increases and then decreases over time.
As we anticipated, our results lead to a very different set
of managerial implications from Zhu and Zhang (2010).
Whereas their results suggest that OCRs are more beneficial
for unpopular niche games and for games whose sales have
fallen significantly from their peak, ours suggest a clear role
for OCRs early in the product life cycle for all models of
weak brands. Managers of weak brands should focus on
generating positive OCRs for both their direct effect on sales
of the model and their indirect effect on building brand
equity. These paths give weak brands a way to compete
other than through traditional marketing communications.
In contrast to weak brands, additional positive OCRs do
not further benefit the models of strong brands. Therefore,
managers of these brands should not necessarily follow the
same strategy used for weaker brands or even do so to the
same degree. Instead, strong brands should pursue actions
to build brand equity more directly (e.g., through advertising) rather than focus too narrowly on OCRs. Zhu and
Zhang’s (2010) results are more appropriate for movies,
video games, books, and so on, for which there is not a
strong preexisting brand component and sales often peak at
the introduction and decline from there. In contrast, our

results are more appropriate for products in a branded product line that have more traditional sales trajectories.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows. In
the next section, we explore arguments in the brand signaling literature to hypothesize interactions between brand
strength and OCRs in predicting sales response. We then
describe the data and the empirical model. This is followed
by our results and a discussion of implications for theory
and practice.

ing this view to OCRs would suggest that positive OCRs
are more effective for strong brands. However, the credibility lent by a strong brand is less necessary for OCR effectiveness because the reviews themselves have inherent
credibility. Therefore, the advantage associated with strong
brands with respect to marketing communications is
unlikely to hold in the context of OCRs. Jointly, these arguments suggest that positive OCRs should benefit weak
brands more than strong brands.

According to the brand signaling literature, uncertainty
about product quality and performance creates risk (Erdem,
Swait, and Valenzuela 2006). To cope with this risk, customers rely on signals to indicate product quality and performance when purchasing (Shimp and Bearden 1982). Previous research has shown that marketing-mix elements such
as price (Stiglitz 1989; Tellis and Wernerfelt 1987), advertising (Kirmani 1990; Nelson 1974), and warranty (Boulding and Kirmani 1993) serve as credible signals. Scholars
have also found brands to be especially strong and effective
signals of product quality (Erdem and Swait 1998; Rao, Qu,
and Ruekert 1999).
When confronted with reviews written by other users, it
is likely that consumers will find such reviews en masse to
be a highly credible source of information on product quality and performance. Although some believe OCRs to be
more credible than marketing communications (Cheong and
Morrison 2008; Hung and Li 2007), it is not clear whether
OCRs are more or less credible than brand equity because
reviews are written by individual people with incomplete
information and varying motivations. What is known is that
stronger brands provide more credible signals than weaker
brands because they are more susceptible to the loss of
established brand equity (Erdem and Swait 1998) and
future sales and profit (Wernerfelt 1988). Thus, the OCR
signal tends to overshadow the limited brand signal for
weak brands, whereas for strong brands, both signals provide a degree of credible information. As a result, positive
OCRs should have a larger effect on weak brands, which
lack a credible brand signal, than strong brands, which
already provide substantial assurance. Positive OCRs create
a degree of credibility that weaker brands cannot create on
their own.
In addition, signals such as brand equity are important
in decision making under uncertainty—that is, in the
absence of concrete evidence about product quality (Montgomery and Wernerfelt 1992). Whereas positive reviews for
models of strong brands largely reinforce consumer beliefs
about these models and do little to reduce uncertainty, positive reviews for models of weak brands not only help these
models directly but also reduce the level of uncertainty
about them. This tends to decrease the overall level of
uncertainty facing consumers in the category, reducing the
effect of strong brands and further benefiting weaker
brands.
Finally, marketing communications may be more effective for stronger brands because the brand lends a degree of
credibility to the advertisement. As we have noted, extend-

Negative OCRs should also affect weak brands more
than strong brands. The brand equity and marketing communications literature streams have found that strong
brands are more protected from negative information
(Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and Unnava 2000; Dawar and Pillutla 2000; Petty and Krosnick 1995; Srivastava and
Shocker 1991). Similarly, from a signaling perspective,
strong brands possess a highly credible offsetting signal to
help overcome and buffer negative reviews. Weak brands,
in contrast, lack a compensating signal; thus, negative
information affects them to a greater extent.
In the case of negative reviews, the branding/communications perspectives lead to the same prediction as that of
the signaling perspective. This is because both negative
OCRs and more general types of negative information
come from sources independent of the brand. Consequently,
both tend to be credible (provided that they do not come
from obviously nefarious sources) and require a strong
brand to counter their effect.

Hypotheses

H1: Positive OCRs have a stronger positive effect on the products of weak brands than those of strong brands.

H2: Negative OCRs have a stronger negative effect on the
products of weak brands than those of strong brands.

We chose two similar product categories that differ in
terms of maturity to examine these relationships across life
cycle stages. As a product category matures and the number
of cumulative OCRs increases, there will typically be a corresponding reduction in uncertainty in the category as well
as an increase in the credibility of the information contained
in the reviews. Whereas people may attribute a single
review to the idiosyncratic experiences or motivations of
the reviewer, large numbers of consistent reviews will be
more reliable. In addition, consumers become more knowledgeable posters and consumers of reviews over time. Thus,
the credibility and impact of the information contained in
OCRs tends to increase as they accumulate, and brands
themselves become less influential as uncertainty in the
category decreases. Therefore, it is possible that strong
brands will not be as resistant to the influence of OCRs in
more mature categories.
However, as categories mature, consumers gain additional knowledge about the performance and quality of the
brands within the category. This brand equity is in large part
category specific because most brands are stronger in some
categories than others. For example, Apple is stronger in
smartphones than personal computers, and Dodge is stronger
in trucks than cars. In an emerging category such as Blu-ray
players, initial brand equity will be based on higher-level
categories (e.g., consumer electronics) or related product
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categories (e.g., DVD players) and will be somewhat uncertain. Over time, it will become more concrete and based
more on the focal category. Because brands serve as repositories of product information, the category-specific equity
associated with successful brands should become stronger
as consumers learn more about the performance of the
brand in the category. Thus, the relative advantage of strong
brands will tend to increase over time, balancing out any
potential increase in the credibility of OCRs. This leads us
to hypothesize that strong brands will maintain their resistance to the influence of (both positive and negative) OCRs
in maturity and that OCRs will affect strong brands no more
at maturity than earlier in the life cycle. Therefore, we generalize H1 and H2 across categories.
H3: The moderating effects of brand equity generalize across
both the emerging and mature product categories.

Data

Data, Models, and Estimation

We selected the Blu-ray player category because it was
emerging at the time of data collection and seemed to have
a variety of strong and weak brands, including those
extended from closely related product categories. We
selected DVD players as a closely matched mature category
with similar numbers of models and brands. We collected
data from Amazon.com (Amazon hereinafter), with the
exception of advertising data, which we purchased from the
Nielsen Company for the same time period. Data collection
began shortly after Amazon began selling Blu-ray players.
We collected sales rank, OCRs, price, and other data for
all models in the Blu-ray player category weekly for 47
weeks, from November 1, 2008, to September 21, 2009.
This sample consists of 2,324 observations in an unbalanced panel structure of 78 individual models and 47 periods. We observed a total of 3,341 OCRs; 791 were posted
in or before the first week and an average of 55.4 were
posted in each of the following weeks. Although there was
considerable fluctuation, the number of additional OCRs
decreased by an average of .73 per week. The product
selection differed from week to week because some models
were introduced or discontinued during the data collection
period. We excluded used, refurbished, and bundled models. Of the observations in the sample, 27.19% were models
offered by Amazon; the rest were listed on Amazon but sold
by other merchants.
We collected data from the DVD player category from
November 1, 2008, to June 6, 2009. This sample consists of
1,080 observations in an unbalanced panel structure of 51
models and 32 weeks. We observed a total of 1,664 OCRs;
971 posts were made in or before the first week, and an
average of 22.4 were added in each of the following weeks.
However, 11 models were added (or returned) to Amazon
during the second week, and they accounted for 324 of the
328 reviews that week. After the first two weeks, an average of 13.5 OCRs were posted each week, and there was no
significant time trend.
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In both categories, price data include the list price plus
shipping and handling costs. If more than one merchant
sold a single model, we used the lowest price charged for a
new model. Following the practice of Amazon, and noting
that a three-star rating is below the mean of our data (3.88
for Blu-ray players and 3.62 for DVD players), we classified three-star reviews as negative. Therefore, customer
review measures include the number of positive reviews
(four or five stars) and the number of negative reviews
(one, two, or three stars). We check the robustness of this
classification subsequently.
Even though sales data are not accessible, Amazon displays (current) sales ranks for both categories. Therefore,
we use the inverse sales rank for each model as an indicator
of sales response. Previous research has found that for
many product categories, the relationship between sales
rank and sales can be described by a Pareto distribution
(i.e., the 80/20 rule), which means that the relationship
between ln(sales) and ln(sales rank) is approximately linear;
that is, ln(sales) ª a + b ¥ ln(sales rank). Scholars have
found this linear relationship to hold for products such as
books, software, yogurt, women’s clothing, and electronic
products (see, e.g., Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Simester 2011;
Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Smith 2003; Ghose and Sundararajan
2006; Goolsbee and Chevalier 2002; Prasso 2011; Rosenthal 2005). Although we did not run a purchasing experiment to verify this assumption in the two categories, the
concentration of products by brand (Twice.com 2009) and
the concentration of OCRs in the data suggest that it is reasonable to assume a linear relationship.
Assuming that the Pareto relationship holds approximately, the only differences between a linear model using
ln(sales) and one using ln(sales rank) are that the estimated
coefficients and their standard errors are scaled by a constant and the estimated intercept is shifted by another constant. Neither of these differences changes the signs or significance of our coefficients. We use the negative of ln(sales
rank) or ln(1/sales rank) in subsequent equations to make
the signs of the coefficients easier to interpret (i.e., positive
coefficients indicate a greater sales response).2
The Nielsen Company provided weekly advertising
expenditures for brands in the Blu-ray and DVD player
categories from October 1, 2008, to October 3, 2009. Paid
advertisements were placed in newspapers and magazines
and on television, radio, and the Internet. Samsung and
Toshiba incurred more than 70% of the total $10 million in
advertising spending. LG was the only other company to
spend more than $500,000. Table 1 presents the descriptive
statistics.
2The use of ordinal scales with more than four values (e.g., fivepoint Likert scales) as interval data in regressions does not seem to
affect Type I and Type II errors dramatically and is the norm in
contemporary social science. The numbers of ordinal values are 72
and 46 in the Blu-ray and DVD data, respectively. Estimating
ordinal regressions with 71 and 45 logit (or probit) functions is
impractical. Many articles in major journals have set a precedent
by analyzing Amazon rank data using regression techniques (e.g.,
Archak, Ghose, and Ipeirotis 2001; Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Smith
2003; Chevalier and Goolsbee 2003; Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006;
Ghose and Sundararajan 2006; Sun 2012).

TABLE 1
Descriptive Statistics
Number of models
Sales rank
Price
Advertising expenditure
Offered by Amazon
Cumulative number of OCRs
Average star rating
Cumulative number of positive OCRs
Cumulative number of negative OCRs
Number of models
Sales rank
Price
Advertising expenditure
Offered by Amazon
Cumulative number of OCRs
Average star rating
Cumulative number of positive OCRs
Cumulative number of negative OCRs

Min

31
1
116.06
0
0
1
0
0

Min

18
1
22.48
0
0
1
0
0

Models and Estimation

A: Blu-Ray Players
Max

72
100
4,500
1,043,881

Panasonic
Philips
Samsung
Sony

SD

53.72
31.91
535.21
21,026

450
5
377
117

Max

46
80
1,009.98
1,043,881
343
5
307
67

14.00
21.99
499.26
108,990

50.61
3.88
36.61
14.00

B: DVD Players

We estimate a three-equation model in which brand strength
is allowed to vary over time and sales and OCRs are
endogenous. The first step is to classify brands into strong
and weak categories on the basis of their brand equity. Following Sriram, Chintagunta, and Neelamegham (2006) and
Sriram, Balachander, and Kalwani (2007), we use sales data
on individual models to classify brands as strong or weak in
the category. In this regression, the brand-dummy coefficients capture the additional sales impact after the other factors that might influence sales (e.g., advertising, own and
competitive OCRs and prices, the total number of models
offered, model-specific effects) have been accounted for.
Importantly, they capture the impact of a brand on all models in its product line. We use a dynamic specification in
which the brand equity regression is reestimated weekly to
capture weak brands’ growth into strong ones and formerly
strong brands’ regression to weak brands, consistent with
prior research (e.g., Horsky, Misra, and Nelson 2006;
Kamakura and Russell 1993).
Blu-Ray and DVD Player
Brands on Ranking Lists

M

75
42
19
29

27.19%

81.82
.68
62.73
24.56

M

SD

35.50
26.41
138.02
23,493

7.85
20.44
104.16
106,878

38.14
3.62
28.35
9.79

Percentage

30.37

73.85
.86
62.72
15.72

Specifically, in a model-level regression, we regress
ln(Rit) on a series of individual brand dummies and control
variables as follows:
(1) ln ( R it ) = β 0 +

J

∑β ln (R ) + β
j=1

j

i, t – j

CU CU i …

(1) ln ( R it ) + β cPos ln ( cPosit ) + β cNeg ln(cNeg it )

+ β YA YAi

(1) ln ( R it ) + β cPos _ n ln ( cPos _ n it ) + β cNeg _ n ln(cNeg _ nit )

(1) ln ( R it ) + β P ln ( Pit ) + β P _ n ln ( P _ n it ) + β Adv ln ( Advit ) ,
(1) ln ( R it ) + β N ln ( N t ) + β A Ait + µ i + ε it ,

where
Rit is (1/sales rank) of model i in period t,
CUi … YAi are brand dummies indicating the brand of
model i (Table 2 lists the brands),
cPosit (cNegit) is the cumulative number of positive
(negative) OCRs for model i in period t,
cPos_nit (cNeg_nit) is the total cumulative number of
positive (negative) OCRs for all other models in period t,

TABLE 2
Brands of Blu-ray Players and DVD Players in the Sample
Interbrand Rank
(Out of 100)

Percentage

Interbrand Value
(Millions of Dollars)
4,225
8,121
17,518
11,953

BrandZ Technology
Rank (Out of 20)

BrandZ Value
(Millions of Dollars)

17
18

6,322
6,245

Notes: Blu-ray and DVD player brands that were not on either ranking list: Harman Kardon, LG, Magnavox, Onkyo, Oppo, Pioneer, and Sharp.
Brands that produced only Blu-ray players and were not on either ranking list: Curtis Mathes, Denon, Element, Insignia, Marantz, NAD,
Sherwood, Sylvania, and Yamaha. Brands that produced only DVD players and were not on either ranking list: Cambridge Audio, Coby,
JVC, Memorex, and Toshiba.
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Pit (P_nit) is the price of model i (the average price of all
other models) in period t,
Advit is the advertising expenditure on the brand associated with model i in period t,
Nt is the total number of models offered by Amazon in
period t,
Ait is a dummy indicating whether model i was offered
by Amazon (Ait = 1) or by another merchant (Ait = 0) at
time t,
i is the time-invariant, model-specific effect that captures differences such as quality and features (e.g.,
Internet and Wi-Fi capability) across the models of a
brand, and
it is an idiosyncratic error.

It is possible that unobserved product characteristics (e.g.,
product quality) influence both sales and OCRs, so ln(cPosit)
and ln(cNegit) may be correlated with the model-specific
effect i. In addition, a shock in sales rank for a model may
lead to a change in the cumulative number of OCRs, so
ln(cPosit) and ln(cNegit) may be correlated with it.
These two possible endogeneity problems prevent the use
of random-effects estimation of Equation 1, which requires
the assumption that all explanatory variables are strictly
exogenous with respect to the individual effects (Mundlak
1978). Moreover, fixed-effects estimation removes all timeinvariant effects, making it impossible to estimate the brand
equities. Therefore, we follow an approach suggested by
Hausman and Taylor (1981): we use time-demeaned (i.e.,
mean-centered within model) values of ln(cPosi,t – 1) and
ln(cNegi,t – 1) as instruments to ln(cPosit) and ln(cNegit) to
estimate Equation 1 with a random-effects estimation method.
The time-demeaned values of ln(cPosi, t – 1) and ln(cNegi,t – 1)
are valid instruments because they are orthogonal to both the
model-specific effect i and the idiosyncratic error it while
being correlated with the associated endogenous variables.
After we have determined the strong brands, we use the
following model-level equation to estimate the main and
interaction effects of OCRs and brand equity on model sales
rank:
(2) ln ( R it ) = β 0 +

J

∑β ln (R
j=1

j

i, t – j

) + β cPos ln ( cPosit )

(2) ln ( R it ) + β cNeg ln ( cNeg it ) + β BBit + β BcPos Bit × ln ( cPosit )
(2) ln ( R it ) + β BcNeg Bit × ln ( cNeg it ) + β cPos _ n ln ( cPos _ nit )

(2) ln ( R it ) + β cNeg _ n ln ( cNeg _ n it ) + β Adv ln ( Advit ) + β P ln ( Pit )
(2) ln ( R it ) + β P _ n ln ( P _ n it ) + β N ln ( N t ) + β A Ait + µ i + ε it ,

where, in addition to the previously defined variables, Bit is
a strong-brand dummy (Bit = 1 if the brand of model i is
significantly positive at period t, which we estimate from
Equation 1 using the data in the first t – 1 periods, and Bit =
0 otherwise).
As in Equation 1, ln(cPosit) and ln(cNegit) may be correlated with both i and it, so we cannot use randomeffects methods. However, unlike Equation 1, we are not
interested in time-invariant variables in Equation 2, so we
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can use an estimation method suggested by Arellano and
Bond (1991) that enables us to use more instruments. The
first step is to first-difference the model to eliminate all of
the model-specific effects, i. Thus, Equation 2 becomes
(2′ ) ∆ln ( R it ) =

J

∑β ∆ ln (R
j=1

j

i, t – j

) + βcPos∆ ln ( cPosit )

(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β cNeg ∆ ln ( cNeg it ) + β B∆Bit
(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β BcPos ∆ [ Bit × ln ( cPosit )]

(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β BcNeg ∆[ Bit × ln ( cNegit )] + β cPos _ n ∆ln( cPos_nit )
(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β cNeg _ n ∆ ln ( cNeg _ nit ) + β Adv ∆ ln ( Advit )

(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β P ∆ ln ( Pit ) + β P _ n ∆ ln ( P_ nit ) + β N ∆ ln ( N t )
(2′ ) ∆ ln ( R it ) + β A ∆Ait + ∆ε it .

Then, we use lags of ln(cPosit), ln(cNegit), Bit ¥ ln(cPosit),
and Bit ¥ ln(cNegit) up to t – 2 and lags of ln(Ri,t – j) up to t –
j – 1 as instruments for their first-differences, ln(cPosit),
ln(cNegit), [Bit ¥ ln(cPosit)], [Bit ¥ ln(cNegit)], and
ln(Ri,t – j), respectively, to perform a generalized method
of moments estimation of Equation 2¢. These lags are valid
instruments because they are uncorrelated with it while
they are correlated with the first-differences of the endogenous variables.
This method yields a consistent estimation of Equation 2.
Because the coefficients are the same in Equations 2 and 2¢,
the first-differencing can be ignored when interpreting the
coefficients. Although both first-differencing and a fixedeffects transformation can eliminate the model-specific
effects i, we use first-differencing because it involves only
data in periods t and t – 1; thus, we can use all data from
period 1 up to period t – 2 as instruments. A fixed-effects
transformation uses the data from all time periods, so it renders all lags useless as instruments (for mathematical
details, see Nickell 1981; Roodman 2006). Specifically, a
fixed-effect transformation of ln(Rit) (i.e., mean-centering
within each model) involves the value of ln(Rit) in all periods (in the model mean calculation), which makes the error
term correlated with all the lags of ln(cPosit) and ln(cNegit).
Because research has found that an increase in sales will
lead to the posting of more OCRs (Duan, Gu, and Whinston
2008a, b), we use Equations 3 and 4 to examine the effects
of sales rank on the number of positive and negative OCRs
as follows:
(3) ln ( Posit ) = α 0 +

L

∑ α ln(Pos
l

l =1

i, t – l ) +

α R ln ( R it ) + α BBit

+ α d ln ( d it ) + α d2 [ ln ( d it )] + ηi + νit , and
(4)

ln ( Neg it ) = γ 0 +

2

M

∑ γ ln (Neg

m =1

m

i, t – m

) + γ R ln ( R it )

+ γ BBit + γ d ln ( d it ) + γ d2 [ ln ( d it )] + π i + ξ it ,
2

where, in addition to the previously defined variables,

Posit (Negit) is the number of positive (negative) OCRs
generated for model i in period t,
dit is the listed duration of model i on Amazon until
period t,
i and i are time-invariant model-specific effects, and
it and it are idiosyncratic errors.

As previously, it is possible that unobserved product
characteristics influence both sales and OCRs, so ln(Rit) may
be correlated with the model-specific effects i and i. In
addition, a shock in the number of positive or negative OCRs
may lead to a change in sales rank, so ln(Rit) may be correlated with it and it. Therefore, we use the same method used
to estimate Equation 2 to estimate Equations 3 and 4. The
differences are that we use lags of ln(Rit) up to t – 2 and lags
of ln(Posi,t – l) and ln(Negi,t – m) up to t – l – 1 and t – m – 1 as
instruments for their first-differences, ln(Rit), ln(Posi,t – l),
and ln(Negi,t – m). We estimate all equations separately in
the Blu-ray and DVD player categories in the subsections to
follow.

Results

Brand Classification and Dynamics

In both categories, we first estimated Equation 1 with Samsung as the base (i.e., reference) brand. (In 2009, Samsung
was listed in Interbrand’s [2009] “Best Global Brands” list
and BrandZ’s [2009] top-ranking technology brand list; see
Table 2.) To reestimate Equation 1, we then set the brands
that had significant negative intercepts as the base/reference
brands. We coded brands with significant positive intercepts
in the reestimated model as strong brands. We used the first
14 weeks as a calibration period. Recognizing that brand
strength is dynamic, we updated these brand classifications
weekly on the basis of t – 1 weeks of data (e.g., we use data
from week 1 to week 14 to estimate brand strength in week
15).
In the Blu-ray category, Sony and Samsung were classified as strong brands for the entire period. Panasonic and
LG were initially classified as weak brands, but each grew
its brand equity within the category over time. Panasonic
became a strong brand in week 15 and LG did so in week
26. Oppo did not enter the market until week 38, but it
became a strong brand in week 40. None of the strong
brands reverted to being a weak brand over time.
In the more established context of the DVD category,
LG, Oppo, Panasonic, Philips, Pioneer, Samsung, and
Toshiba were strong brands from the beginning of our data
window. Sony was not a strong brand initially; however,
after launching several new models in weeks 22 and 23, it
achieved strong brand status in week 28. None of the strong
brands reverted to being a weak brand over time.
The Effect of OCRs on Brand Equity

Several brands made the transition from weak to strong, so
we examined the impact that cumulative OCRs had on this
transition. Because only one brand made the transition in
the DVD player category, we restrict our attention to the
Blu-ray category.

Figure 1 shows the cumulative number of positive
OCRs generated for the leading model of each of the ten
brands of Blu-ray players that began as weak brands and
had one or more models on the market for our entire data
collection period. Models of Panasonic and LG, which
became strong brands, generated many more positive OCRs
(and proportionally fewer negative OCRs) than their competitors. The flattening of the curves for these two brands
indicates that most of the OCRs were generated within the
first 20–30 weeks. Figure 2 expands this finding to show
the total cumulative number of positive OCRs for each
brand across all models. Here, the curves for these two
brands continue to rise, indicating that as new Panasonic
and LG models were introduced, they also generated positive OCRs. Finally, a comparison of the two figures illustrates that one model generated most of LG’s OCRs in the
first 20 weeks, but more than one Panasonic model generated a substantial number of OCRs.
To observe how Panasonic and LG differed from the
other eight brands, we estimated a proportional hazard
function on the probability that brand k became a strong
brand in period t given that it was not a strong brand previously, at the brand level on these ten brands:
(5)

where

hk(t, Xk,t) = h0(t)eXktF + tk,

h0(t) is the baseline hazard rate;
Xkt is a vector of independent variables for brand k {1,
..., 10} in period t {1, ..., 47};
F is a vector of estimated coefficients; and
tk is the time-invariant, brand-specific effect that represents the combined effect of all omitted brand-specific
covariates.

Because only two brands became strong during this period,
we focus on a parsimonious model with four independent
variables: cumulative numbers of positive and negative
OCRs for the brand, advertising expenditures, and the number of models in the product line of the brand. Again, we
face potential complexities in that the cumulative numbers
of positive and negative OCRs can be endogenous in two
ways. First, a change in brand strength may lead to a change
in OCRs. Second, OCRs might be correlated with tk. We
address the first issue by using lags of the cumulative numbers of positive and negative OCRs to instrument for them.
For the second issue, estimations of Equation 5 with and
without tk yielded the same results, indicating that we could
eliminate tk so the correlation between tk and OCRs is not
a concern.
The results indicate that a brand’s transition from weak
to strong is highly related to the cumulative number of positive OCRs but not related to the cumulative number of
negative OCRs, advertising expenditures, or the number of
models the brand sells (see Table 3). We also estimated
Equation 5 on the basis of the cumulative number of positive and negative OCRs for only the leading model of each
brand (which is not confounded by the number of models
the brand sells). This analysis also indicated that brand
strength was significantly related to the cumulative number
The Effects of Positive and Negative Online Customer Reviews / 43

FIGURE 1
' '
Cumulative Number of Positive OCRs for the Leading Model of Each Brand
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and it. The Sargan (1958) tests for overidentifying restrictions are
insignificant, so we cannot reject the joint validity of the instrument
sets we used to estimate Equations 2, 3, and 4. The difference-inSargan tests of exogeneity of the instrument subsets used to estimate the three equations are also insignificant, indicating that all
instrument subsets are exogenous.
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%

4To calculate significance, we reversed the coding of the brand
dummy variable from identifying strong brands to identifying
weak brands. Under this formulation, the main effect coefficients
give the impact of cumulative OCRs on models of strong brands.
Neither was significant.

FIGURE 2
' '
Cumulative Number of Positive OCRs for Each Brand
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.018
.006
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Cumulative number of positive OCRs
for the leading
modelkt
Cumulative number of negative OCRs for the leading modelkt
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Number of models in the product line of the brandkt
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%

boost from brand equity, as can% be observed in the sales
multiplier of 2.186 associated with the strong brand
dummy. Thus, our results demonstrate that both cumulative
positive and negative reviews more strongly affect the models of weak brands, in support of H1 and H2 in the Blu-ray
player category.
The effects of the other variables are similar in the first
and second columns and of the expected signs with or without interactions. The price of model i and the cumulative
number of positive reviews for other models are significantly and negatively related to the sales rank of model i.
The total number of models offered on Amazon has a mar-

%

%

.055
.080
.000
.811

.012
.643
.962
.685

ginal negative effect on the sales rank of model i. The price
of other models is significantly and positively related to the
sales rank of model i. However, a model’s being offered by
Amazon, advertising expenditures for the brand, and the
cumulative number of negative reviews for other models
are not significantly related to the sales of model i.
DVD players. Table 5, Panel B, presents results for the
DVD player category. In contrast to the Blu-ray analysis,
neither cumulative positive nor cumulative negative OCRs
are significantly related to sales rank in the first column.
Therefore, OCRs seem to have less effect, without considering strong and weak brands.
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TABLE 4
Serial Correlation and Instrument Validity Tests

Arellano–Bond Test
Blu-Ray Players
Equation 2
Equation 3
Equation 4
DVD Players
Equation 2
Equation 3
Equation 4

Z

p-Value

.89
–1.24
–.18

.375
.216
.858

–.46
.76
–.02

.647
.448
.985

When we include the interactions with brand strength in
the second column of Table 5, Panel B, the cumulative
number of positive and negative OCRs for the models of
weak brands again have significant elasticities (1.192 and
–.972) on their sales ranks. There are significant interactions between brand strength and cumulative positive OCRs
(–1.274) as well as cumulative negative OCRs (1.018).5
Summing the main effects and interactions, we observe that
neither cumulative positive nor negative OCRs have a significant elasticity with the sales ranks of models of strong
brands (p-values of .545 and .704, respectively). However,
the sales multiplier associated with the strong brand dummy
variable of .718 again indicates a substantial benefit to
models of these brands. Therefore, we find support for H1
and H2 in the DVD player category and, thus, the generalizability of the results as per H3. Online customer reviews
seem to matter roughly equally, and brand equity exhibits
moderating effects of approximately the same magnitude.
In the first column of Table 5, Panel B, the only other
variable significantly related to sales rank (in addition to
lagged sales rank) is own model price. In the second column, the number of cumulative positive OCRs for other
models is also significantly and negatively related to sales
of the focal model, whereas cumulative negative OCRs for
other models are insignificant. Advertising expenditures are
controlled but insignificant. This may be explained in part
by the relatively infrequent nature of category-specific
advertising we observed in both categories.

The Role of Brand Equity and Sales in OCR
Generation

With regard to the factors associated with the generation of
positive and negative OCRs, Table 6 presents estimates for
Equations 3 and 4 for both Blu-ray (Panel A) and DVD
players (Panel B). Sales rank significantly and positively
predicts the number of positive OCRs, but the effect of
sales rank on the number of negative OCRs is insignificant.
5The p-value of .053 is marginally significant. However, we use
two-tailed confidence intervals despite the a priori directional
hypotheses. A formally correct one-tailed test is significant at p £
.05. Moreover, we produced a lower p-value in our robustness
check in which we counted four- and five-star reviews as positive
and considered only one- and two-star reviews as negative (p =
.043, two-tail), which gives us confidence in the result.
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c2

Sargan Test

4.27
3.06
4.98

46.74
4.13
3.15

p-Value
.893
.216
.289

.215
.765
.369

Difference-in-Sargan Tests
p-Value Range
.364–.945
.216–.216
.723–.799

.274–.819
.375–.830
.139–.638

In addition, the effects of listed duration on the number of
both positive and negative OCRs are positive, but the
effects of its quadratic term are negative. This means that
the longer a model has been listed on Amazon, the more
(both positive and negative) OCRs are posted for it; however, after a peak (in all regressions, this peak occurs less
than three weeks after introduction), it receives fewer
OCRs. Therefore, both positive and negative reviews
increase and then decrease over time, but greater sales tend
to generate only additional positive reviews. Thus, there is
no penalty in terms of more negative reviews being generated for more popular models. Finally, the models of strong
brands do not generate more OCRs, either positive or negative, after the effect of sales is controlled. Models of strong
brands might be expected to attract more attention and generate greater customer involvement, both of which would
result in more OCRs, but this is not the case.
Robustness Check

Our main analysis is based on the number of positive and
negative OCRs, for which we classify four- and five-star
reviews as positive and one-, two-, and three-star reviews as
negative, following Amazon’s practice. Because there is
uncertainty regarding how three-star reviews should be
classified, we keep the same definition of positive reviews
and classify reviews with one or two stars as negative to
check the robustness of the analysis to this classification.
The first column of Table 7 repeats the second column
of Table 5 for ease of comparison. The second column of
Table 7 contains the coefficients when we exclude the
OCRs with three stars. There is no meaningful change from
the first column in terms of control variables, so they do not
appear in Table 7. The primary change is that all of the
cumulative OCRs and interaction coefficients (except the
cumulative positive OCR coefficient for Blu-ray players)
are larger in absolute value due to the larger difference
between positive and negative OCRs. The interpretations
are similar; therefore, we conclude that our results are
robust to a different classification of positive and negative
reviews.
Comparison with Volume and Valence Approach

Previous studies have found a significant positive relationship between the number of OCRs and sales (e.g., Chen,
Wu, and Yoon 2004; Chevalier and Mayzlin 2006; Dellaro-

TABLE 5
Effects of Cumulative OCRs and Brand Strength on Sales
A: Blu-Ray Players

Estimation of Equation 2
Without Interactions

ln(1/Rankit)

ln(1/Ranki, t – 1)
ln(1/Ranki, t – 2)
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
Strong brandit
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRs for othersit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRs for othersit)
ln(Advertising expenditureit)
ln(Priceit)
ln(Average price of othersit)
ln(Total number of modelst)
Offered by Amazonit

Coefficients
.371
.092
.568
–.327
–.014

–1.016
.499
–.002
–.183
.427
–.263
.013

B: DVD Players

ln(1/Rankit)

ln(1/Ranki, t – 1)
ln(1/Ranki, t – 2)
ln(1/Ranki, t – 3)
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
Strong brandit
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRs for othersit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRs for othersit)
ln(Advertising expenditureit)
ln(Priceit)
ln(Average price of othersit)
ln(Total number of modelst)
Offered by Amazonit

cas, Zhang, and Awad 2007; Li and Hitt 2008; Liu 2006).
However, the relationship between the valence of OCRs
(average customer rating) and sales is mixed. Whereas
some studies have shown that the valence of customer
reviews affects sales positively (e.g., Chevalier and Mayzlin
2006; Dellarocas, Zhang, and Awad 2007; Karniouchina
2011; Li and Hitt 2008), others have found an insignificant
relationship (e.g., Chen, Wu, and Yoon 2004; Duan, Gu,
and Whinston 2008a, b; Liu 2006). Duan, Gu, and Whinston attribute the result to controlling endogeneity. If one
takes the position that positive reviews help sales, whereas
negative reviews hurt them, it may be better to estimate
these two effects separately than to estimate the effect of
their sum and average. Therefore, we compare our approach
with the volume and valence approach.
The third column of Table 7 replaces cumulative positive
and negative OCRs with cumulative total OCRs and valance.
As with the second column, most of the control variables

p-Values
.000
.027
.051
.176
.917

.011
.187
.471
.004
.036
.229
.677

Estimation of Equation 2
Without Interactions

Coefficients
.869
–.014
.048
.125
–.130
.052

–.105
.054
–.001
–.170
–.056
–.009
.047

p-Values
.000
.889
.430
.128
.114
.392

.472
.856
.766
.006
.841
.971
.360

Full Estimation of
Equation 2

Coefficients
.236
.053
1.091
–.579
2.186
–1.154
.902
–1.230
.486
–.002
–.195
.408
–.385
.021

p-Values
.010
.201
.000
.010
.017
.011
.015
.001
.191
.412
.002
.040
.076
.497

Full Estimation of
Equation 2

Coefficients
.726
.101
.078
1.192
–.972
.718
–1.274
1.018
–.411
.152
–.002
–.217
–.220
.169
.033

p-Values
.000
.217
.127
.001
.038
.047
.005
.053
.053
.577
.635
.000
.400
.502
.482

retain the same size, sign, and significance as those in the
first column, so they do not appear in Table 7. Turning to
the key comparison, in Column 3, the cumulative total
number of OCRs is significantly related to sales, but the
coefficient is smaller than the coefficient of cumulative
positive OCRs in the first column. Therefore, it is possible
that the effect of cumulative total OCRs is a compromise
between the positive effect of cumulative positive OCRs
and the negative effect of cumulative negative OCRs. Note
that both Blu-ray and DVD players have many more positive OCRs than negative OCRs, so the cumulative total
OCRs have a positive effect overall.
The coefficient of the interaction between cumulative
total OCRs and brand strength is significantly negative,
indicating that the products of strong brands benefit less
from cumulative total OCRs, which is consistent with our
theory. An estimation with reverse brand coding shows that
cumulative total OCRs have no significant effect on sales of
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TABLE 6
Effects of Sales and Brand Strength on OCR Generation
A: Blu-Ray Players

ln(Number of Positive OCRsit)

ln(Number of positive OCRsi,t – 1)
ln(Number of positive OCRsi,t – 2)
ln(Number of positive OCRsi,t – 3)
ln(Number of negative OCRsi,t – 1)
ln(Number of negative OCRsi,t – 2)
ln(Number of negative OCRsi,t – 3)
ln(1/Rankit)
Strong brandit
ln(Durationit)
[ln(Durationit)]2

Coefficients
.186
.230
.154

.251
–.020
2.511
–.453

B: DVD Players

p-Values
.002
.000
.003

.040
.762
.000
.000

ln(Number of Positive OCRsit)
ln(Number of positive OCRsi,t – 1)
ln(Number of positive OCRsi,t – 2)
ln(Number of negative OCRsi,t – 1)
ln(Number of negative OCRsi,t – 2)
ln(1/Rankit)
Strong brandit
ln(Durationit)
[ln(Durationit)]2

Coefficients
–.248
–.221

.208
–.027
.341
–.062

the models of strong brands (p-values are .380 and .131 for
Blu-ray and DVD players, respectively). Meanwhile, the
coefficients of both valence and its interaction with brand
strength are insignificant. Thus, we observe a pattern in
which only volume (not valence) matters, as in the aforementioned studies. Because the volume and valence
approach provides fewer insights than ours, it may be better
for both researchers and managers to account for positive
OCRs and negative OCRs separately.

Discussion

Summary of Findings and Theoretical Implications

In this study, we provide evidence across two product categories that brand equity moderates the relationship between
OCRs and sales. In both categories, cumulative positive
OCRs increase and cumulative negative OCRs decrease the
sales of models of weak brands. In contrast, neither cumulative positive nor cumulative negative OCRs have a significant effect on the sales of models of strong brands. However, these models do receive a significant sales boost from
being part of a strong brand; therefore, their resistance to
positive OCRs does not disadvantage them. In addition,
they are protected to a degree from negative OCRs. In the
reverse direction, greater sales lead to more positive OCRs
but are not significantly related to the number of negative
OCRs. We find a decline in the number of positive and
negative OCRs that customers post over time, although the
48 / Journal of Marketing, November 2013

p-Values
.000
.031

.008
.699
.065
.077

ln(Number of Negative OCRsit)
Coefficients

p-Values

–.086
–.042
–.039
–.153
.250
1.270
–.248

.803
.915
.913
.530
.442
.037
.052

ln(Number of Negative OCRsit)
Coefficients

p-Values

–.021
–.052
.102
–.002
.363
–.068

.682
.452
.284
.985
.003
.012

relationship is curvilinear in that OCRs increase for the first
three weeks and then decrease.
The results of the hazard model for the Blu-ray category
show that cumulative positive OCRs help build the equity
of weak brands regardless of whether the OCRs pertain to
all models in the product line or only the leading model.
Notably, cumulative negative reviews do not significantly
influence this transition in brand strength, which indicates
that their effects are largely constrained to the individual
model itself. Therefore, weak brands do not seem to be held
back by cumulative negative reviews so much as they are
helped by cumulative positive reviews. Combined with the
finding that sales generate more positive than negative
OCRs, this creates a positive feedback loop for the models
of a weak brand: sales lead to positive OCRs and greater
brand equity, which loops back to positively affect sales for
all of the models of that brand.
In contrast to the speculation that brands will matter less
as OCRs become more readily available, we find that OCRs
matter less for strong brands. In essence, brand equity tends
to affect OCRs more than the other way around. Much like
the importance of brands in the face of stronger, more concentrated retailers and their private labels (the last purported
“brand killer”), brands continue to be a critical factor for
companies competing in an online environment. The results
also suggest that corporate brand equity may not be a good
indicator of strength in a specific category. For example,
Philips has the third-largest corporate brand value in the
Interbrand ranking, after only Samsung and Sony, but in the

TABLE 7
Effects of Cumulative OCRs (Different Measures) and Brand Strength on Sales
A: Blu-Ray Players

ln(1/Rankit)

ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of total OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative valanceit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of total OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative valenceit)

ln(1/Rankit)

ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of positive OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of negative OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative number of total OCRsit)
ln(Cumulative valanceit)
Strong brandit ¥
ln(Cumulative number of total OCRsit)
Strong brandit ¥ ln(Cumulative valenceit)

Equation 2
Positive OCRs:
Four or Five Stars;
Negative OCRs:
One, Two, or Three Stars
Coefficients p-Values
1.091
–.579
–1.154
.902

.000
.010
.011
.015

B: DVD Players

Equation 2
Positive OCRs:
Four or Five Stars;
Negative OCRs:
One, Two, or Three Stars
Coefficients p-Values
1.192
–.972
–1.274
1.018

Blu-ray disc player category, its brand equity is lower than
that of LG, Panasonic, and Oppo.
The results across both categories show a pattern in
which negative reviews tend to be less impactful than positive reviews. That is, the elasticities for cumulative negative
reviews are lower than for cumulative positive reviews in
both categories, and cumulative negative OCRs for other
products are not significantly related to sales of the focal
product, whereas cumulative positive reviews for other
products are. The lesser effects associated with negative
reviews are notable because they contradict perspectives in
which losses loom larger than gains (e.g., prospect theory),
which should cause consumers to weight negative reviews
more heavily because they indicate downside risk. This
may be because there are more positive reviews than negative reviews, which could reduce the credibility and influence of the latter.
The effects of product category maturity are complex.
On the one hand, the regressions we present in Tables 5 and

.001
.038
.005
.053

Equation 2
Positive OCRs:
Four or Five Stars;
Negative OCRs:
One or Two stars

Coefficients p-Values
1.034
–.635
–1.488
1.357

.001
.013
.047
.046

Equation 2
Total OCRs and
Valence

Coefficients p-Values

.723
1.646
–.966

–1.448
Equation 2
Positive OCRs:
Four or Five Stars;
Negative OCRs:
One or Two stars

Coefficients p-Values
1.384
–1.769
–1.511
1.949

.003
.033
.008

.043

.007
.694
.031
.627

Equation 2
Total OCRs and
Valence

Coefficients p-Values

1.080
1.040
–1.223
1.255

.016
.597
.011

.591

6 indicate similar relationships among OCRs, sales, and
brand strength across the emerging and mature categories.
On the other hand, we observe a much smaller number of
OCRs posted each week, a larger number of strong brands,
and less movement from weak to strong brands in the
mature category. Together, these observations suggest that
as a product category matures, there may be less room for
new strong brands, and if a brand has not made the move
from weak to strong in the first few years of a product category, the chances that it will do so in the future are smaller.
However, even in more mature categories, the results show
that it is possible for models of new or weak brands to use
OCRs to increase sales. Furthermore, in many mature categories, current leading brands are not pioneers or even “fast
seconds” but brands that entered the category approximately ten years after the pioneer (Golder and Tellis 1993).
Although not all later entrants will become leaders (or
strong brands), it does seem that OCRs provide a way for
them to accomplish this task.
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Finally, the findings suggest that positive OCRs differ
from producer-generated marketing communications, the
effectiveness of which is boosted by increased brand equity.
As we have argued, the greater credibility inherent in OCRs
implies that they have less need (than advertising does) of a
strong brand to lend credibility. In addition, typical marketing communications are passively received, which gives
communications for more familiar brands with established
cognitive schemas a better chance of being attended to and
remembered. In contrast, people process OCRs more actively,
because they must be sought out and read. This active processing may undo the bias in favor of strong brands, especially if the brand strength gives consumers a feeling of
confidence about the performance of strong brands so that
they attend more to reviews for weaker brands.
Managerial Implications

Most previous studies involving eWOM have found a positive relationship between eWOM and sales. However, this
body of research has not studied traditionally branded products. It has implicitly advocated strategies to increase the
generation of eWOM for all products (as noted previously,
an exception is Zhu and Zhang [2010]). In contrast, our
findings suggest very different strategies for the models of
strong and weak brands.
Models of weak brands should focus on generating
positive OCRs because they benefit sales of that model
directly as well as the equity of the brand as a whole. First,
in the pursuit of sales, individual models of weak brands
benefit from a sizable cumulative positive OCR elasticity.
Second, they profit from the positive feedback loop
between sales and positive OCRs. Third, the generation of a
large number of positive OCRs for one or more models is
strongly associated with increased brand equity, which
benefits all models in the line, not just the one with
increased positive OCRs.
These paths give weaker brands a way to compete other
than through traditional marketing communications, which
typically favor strong brands. Particularly for weak brands,
the results support such current, popular ideas as “flipping
the funnel,” in which the firm removes marketing dollars
from mass media advertising and focuses them on increasing satisfaction, retention, and positive word of mouth,
which the firm then uses to drive the acquisition process.
A necessary first step in improving business through
OCRs is the development of superior products that capture
consumer excitement. Second, online distribution may be
easier to acquire than offline distribution, because online
distributors such as Amazon are able to carry many more
models than even a very large brick-and-mortar store
(Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Smith 2003). An additional benefit
is that online distribution typically comes with a vehicle for
posting reviews. Furthermore, even though both online and
offline distributors tend to have Pareto-like concentrations
among more popular products, the online channel tends to
have a longer tail (Brynjolfsson, Hu, and Simester 2011),
which enables models of less well-known brands to capture
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some initial sales. Then, they can generate more positive
OCRs by providing seeds for and facilitating positive OCR
generation through actions such as the following:

•Making detailed information about products available and
easily accessible. There is anecdotal evidence that customers
refer to information from producers in their reviews.
•Establishing brand communities and early adopter clubs.
Members of these clubs can buy products with incentives
before launch to spark the feedback process. Producers can
use positive feedback as seeds and negative feedback to modify their products before launch.
•Providing samples to expert review websites. There is anecdotal evidence that customers refer to expert reviews in their
own reviews.
•Sending reminders and incentives to customers to encourage
the posting of reviews.

In contrast to weak brands, additional positive OCRs do
not further benefit the models of strong brands. Therefore,
strong brands should consider actions to build brand equity
through advertising and promotions rather than relying too
much on OCRs. As we have cautioned, brand equity tends
to be category specific, so managers should understand the
equity of their brand within a given category, especially
when it is new. Although models of a strong brand are not
affected by their own OCRs, they are affected by positive
OCRs for models of weak brands because these competitors
can draw consumers away from them. Therefore, competing with weak brands in the OCR space may not be a winning strategy for strong brands; they may be better off
investing in other marketing practices.
A closely related implication is that the role of OCRs is
likely to change as the brand evolves over time. Newer,
weaker brands should focus on OCRs and the synergistic
feedback loop, promoting positive feedback and trying to
minimize negative feedback. However, if these brands are
able to increase brand equity, additional OCRs become less
impactful; therefore, a shift in strategy toward a more balanced approach to marketing and maintaining brand
strength may be required. Although controlling negative
OCRs may not be as important for stronger brands, they are
still well advised to monitor negative OCRs and take corrective actions. At minimum, the cumulative body of negative OCRs will matter if these brands lose their strength
over time.
In contrast to Zhu and Zhang’s (2010) findings, our
results suggest that OCRs are important for models of weak
brands even before they are launched and certainly during
the first several months of launch. In addition, rather than
just being a tool for niche products, OCRs represent a way
for a model to help build overall brand equity and benefit
all (and future) models under the brand umbrella. This
occurs because positive OCRs spill over to the brand itself.
For managers of traditionally branded products, attending to
existing brand equity is an important part of understanding the
influence of OCRs. Brand and product extensions as well as
model replacements are situations in which preexisting brand
equity will affect consumer processing of OCRs. Strong

brands can rely more on traditional marketing strategies for
influencing awareness and trial, whereas weaker brands
should focus more on facilitating OCRs because they can
have a greater impact on the models of these brands.
In addition, we believe it is important for managers to
analyze the factors driving the short-term sales of individual models when anticipating the role of OCRs. According
to the perspective developed in this research, strong-selling
products offered by weak brands may still benefit from
positive OCRs, especially if the reason for their popularity
is a low price or heavy advertising and promotions, which
create a disconnect between sales and the inherent appeal of
the brand. Indeed, investing in OCRs for these models may
be an especially good strategy because they are already
popular despite the weak brand. This may indicate that the
product itself is a winner, and its sales can be improved by
facilitating the credible reassurance (in the form of OCRs)
that the brand does not provide. Positive OCRs generated
for the model (which are a function of sales) can then further increase the equity of the brand. In addition, marketers
may find that positive OCRs for models that are popular
because of price promotions can facilitate higher prices and
margins.
Finally, we note a potential implication of the finding
that positive reviews for competing products have a negative effect on the sales of a focal product, whereas negative
reviews for other products do not. Namely, subterfuge to
post negative OCRs as a competitive tactic may not work
well and, worse, may trigger a wave of positive OCRs for
the competing product from customers who tend to argue
for their committed brands (Ahluwalia, Burnkrant, and
Unnava 2000). This could result in decreasing sales for the
product of the brand responsible for the deception. This is
especially likely if marketers of weak brands try to use this
tactic against strong brands.
Methodological Implications and Limitations

In this study, we find that it is important to attend to both
positive and negative reviews. We observe the same pattern
reported in some earlier studies when we use a volume and
valence approach, in which valence does not seem to matter. Our study’s more fine-grained examination shows that
negative reviews hurt sales. It is not only a model’s buzz
factor that matters.
An explanation for the difficulty encountered in previous volume and valence research is that positive OCRs are
generated faster than negative OCRs as a product’s sales
rank improves, creating the feedback loop for positive
OCRs observed in this study. This increases the correlation
between the total number and the valence of OCRs as the
number of OCRs grows. Coding schemes based on volume
and valence may not tease this distinction apart sufficiently.
In addition, the effect of cumulative total OCRs on sales
may be a compromise between the positive effect of cumulative positive OCRs and the negative effect of cumulative
negative OCRs. Thus, we suggest using the number of posi-

tive and negative OCRs as distinct variables to reflect consumer generated sentiment accurately.
Moreover, because the effects of OCRs on the sales of
models of strong brands differ from those of weak brands,
excluding the interactions between brand equity and customer reviews from the equation would bias the results.
Therefore, future studies investigating the effects of OCRs
on sales in branded categories should consider this factor.
Our treatment of endogeneity is more complete than in
most of the extant literature, in which only a few articles
address this issue. For example, the difference-in-difference
approach in Chevalier and Mayzlin (2006) and Zhu and
Zhang (2010) as well as the fixed-effects estimation method
in Zhang and Dellarocas (2006) purge the correlation between
cumulative OCRs and the individual product-specific
effects caused by unobserved factors. The method we use in
the current research also remedies the correlation between
cumulative OCRs and the idiosyncratic error in Equation 2.
Without that extra treatment, Equation 2’s results would
still be biased. This suggests that similar studies in the
future should address both the endogeneity problems.
Sun (2012) posits that OCR variance can affect sales
when the average rating is low. Although we do not investigate this issue, it is worthwhile to note that our results seem
to be consistent with this finding. A model of a weak brand
that received an OCR rating of three stars from each person
would be forecast to have lower sales than a model that
received half five-star and half one-star reviews.
Our study suffers from several limitations. First, we
have not accounted for the effects of expert reviews and
customer reviews on other sites. It is possible that expert
reviews (e.g., on CNET.com) or OCRs on other sites (e.g.,
BestBuy.com) also influence sales rank on Amazon. However, the effects of expert reviews are likely to be canceled
out in the first-differencing step of our estimation because
experts typically post their reviews when a product is
launched and are unlikely to change their reviews over
time, so they are time invariant. An extension to this
research would be to examine the impact of OCRs on other
sites.
Second, by estimating brand equity from sales data, we
introduce measurement error into the second-stage models
(Equations 2–4). We believe the dynamic and categoryspecific nature of the estimates more than makes up for any
measurement error; this contrasts with the use of secondary
brand rankings, which are themselves subject to measurement error.
Third, advertising is not particularly widespread across
brands in these categories. Therefore, although we observe
limited effects of advertising on both sales and brand equity,
this finding may not hold in other categories. The low
advertising by smaller firms may suggest that they understand the limitations of this strategy and are already relying
to a degree on OCRs to support their models and brands.
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